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Congratulations on joining families worldwide who have selected vacation ownership. Because your home resort is affiliated with Interval International®, you have the ability to exchange your week or points for an entirely new vacation experience in more than 80 nations. In addition, your Interval Gold® membership offers exceptional discounts, travel deals, and members-only privileges that you can enjoy year-round.

As an Interval Gold member, you’ll get $25 off every Getaway you book, in addition to other great benefits such as ShortStay Exchange®; Interval Options®; Hertz Gold Plus Rewards® membership; hotel discounts; Dining and Leisure Discounts Powered by Entertainment®; and much, much more.

So, turn the page and see all the amazing opportunities that are available to you right now!
Vacation Exchange

Through Interval, you can trade your week or points for a week at one of hundreds of resorts around the world.

If You Own a Week
To get started, sign in to intervalworld.com, click the Exchange tab, and search for availability. If the vacation week that you want is available, you will receive an instant confirmation and you can get ready to travel. If you don’t find what you’re looking for, choose an exchange method — Deposit First or Request First.

With Deposit First, you relinquish your week to Interval, and when you are ready, you place a request in Interval’s exchange system. Deposit First provides you the flexibility of up to a four-year travel window. Exchange anytime from up to two years before to two years after the first day of your home resort week. An early deposit will improve your opportunity for exchange confirmation over deposited weeks that enter the system later with comparable trading power.

If you think you may want to trade, but don’t want to give up the right to use your home resort week until you have a confirmed exchange, use Request First. Once you receive a confirmation, you will relinquish your week to Interval, and you can pack your bags.
**If You Own at a Points-Based Resort**
Use Request First. You will keep your points until Interval confirms that you have enough to make the exchange that you have chosen.

**Placing an Exchange Request**
Be sure to place an exchange request as soon as possible, providing us with as many resort-and-date combinations as you can. Availability changes daily, so the week you want may become available at any time.

And what happens if you do not submit a request? The vacation you want could be confirmed to someone who has, because the exchange system first matches deposited resort weeks to exchange requests that have already been placed. The system also matches weeks to members who have placed a request before those weeks are made available to members seeking an instant confirmation. When one of your selections becomes available, you will be confirmed automatically.

**Leave Tomorrow With Flexchange**
If you’d like to take a vacation sooner rather than later, you can request a vacation exchange from 59 days to 24 hours before check-in. You’ll also use Flexchange® if you deposit your week 59 to 14 days before your home resort week starts. Visit intervalworld.com and see what’s available today.

**Exchange Is Better With Interval Gold**
As an Interval Gold member, you have access to even more exchange privileges. For information on the Interval Options and ShortStay Exchange benefits, turn to page 10.

Exchanging is easy.
Sign in to intervalworld.com, or call us at 800-INTERVAL (800-468-3782) or 305-666-1884.
Getaways
Amazing deals on resort vacations, without exchanging.

Getaways are one-week resort accommodations that you can book at discounted rates, without using your week or points. They’re available in fabulous destinations worldwide, during every season, and offer you the opportunity to vacation more often, for less. Now you can experience the warm Caribbean sunshine or an exciting theme park adventure throughout the year.

Getaways are priced so right that they’re often less expensive than spending a few nights at a hotel. And you can book a Getaway up to 18 months in advance of travel. In addition, Interval Gold members receive $25 off every Getaway booked. And new Interval members receive an extra $25 off every Getaway purchased within the first year of membership, for a total discount of $50! Visit intervalworld.com to check out all the great Getaway destinations.

Great rates. And we back it up.
As The Quality Vacation Exchange Network®, Interval International stands by the products and services offered to members. With our Best Price Guarantee on Getaways, there’s no need to shop around for a better rate. In fact, if you find a lower price within 24 hours of booking, for the same unit size and resort, for the same time period you reserved, we’ll refund the difference. Guaranteed!*

*For complete terms and conditions of the program, please go to intervalworld.com.
As an Interval Gold member, you have a wide array of additional valuable benefits available to you right now. And many can be used whether you’re at home or away.

**$25 Getaway Discounts**
Getaways are the ultra-affordable way to travel more often. As an Interval Gold member, you get $25 off every Getaway, no matter where or when you book. What’s more, new Interval members receive an additional $25 off every Getaway during their first year in the program, for a total discount of $50. It really does pay to travel.

**Two Free Days With Hertz Gold Plus Rewards**
Enroll in Hertz Gold Plus Rewards, earn bonus points on qualifying car rentals, and use the points for up to two free weekend rental days (a $100 average value).

*Hertz Gold Plus Rewards*
Dining and Leisure Discounts
Powered by Entertainment®

Unlock your discounts at participating restaurants and retail outlets across the U.S. and Canada. Receive up to 50 percent off, and enjoy two-for-one offers and other special values when you travel, or right in your neighborhood. Search for and redeem SaversGuide® offers from your mobile device with the Entertainment® mobile app. Go to the Benefits section at intervalworld.com to download the app and enjoy these great deals.

VIP Concierge℠

Enjoy access to personal assistance 24/7. Get help with preferred dining reservations, directions, attraction bookings, other travel-planning needs, and much more.

Golf Connection

Play like a member, with access to more than 1,000 private courses across the U.S. and Canada. Plus, take 15 percent off golf equipment available through Golf Connection and search in real time for available tee times at over 1,500 public courses.

Dining Connection

Eat like a celebrity, with special amenities such as private kitchen tours, when you reserve in advance through Dining Connection. Enjoy a magnificent dining experience at more than 250 partner restaurants in over 30 of the world’s top markets.

City Guides

Discover hot restaurants, shopping opportunities, exciting nightlife, sightseeing musts, not-to-be-missed museums, relaxing spas, and more. Plus, get in-depth travel tips and advice on top destinations worldwide.
Interval Options

Break out of your routine and experience a new way to vacation. Interval Options allows you to trade your home resort week or points toward the purchase of a cruise, hotel, tour, golf, or spa vacation, or a unique Interval Experiences adventure.*

- **Cruise Exchange**
  Sail to popular destinations on top cruise lines, including Carnival Cruise Line, Celebrity Cruises, Norwegian Cruise Line, Princess Cruises, and Royal Caribbean. Cruising is an ideal way to travel the world — from tropical Caribbean islands to the Mediterranean’s historic splendors to the exotic South Pacific. As an Interval Gold member, you can do it more affordably than ever, through the Interval Options cruise exchange service.

- **Hotel Exchange**
  Trade your week or points toward a hotel stay or condo-style accommodations sourced directly by Interval. With hotel exchange, in-demand destinations such as New York City, London, and Sydney are within reach.

- **Tour Exchange**
  Sometimes, it’s fun to do your own vacation planning, and make all your travel arrangements, sightseeing plans, and hotel reservations. And sometimes, it makes more sense to let someone else do the heavy lifting, so you can sit back and enjoy the journey. With Interval Options, you can trade your resort week or points toward the purchase of an organized tour, led by some of the industry’s finest providers.

- **Golf Exchange**
  Play challenging championship courses and stay at beautiful golf resorts across the U.S. A customized package can be created for any golfer, from novice to pro, and can be designed to include cart rentals, lessons, and advance tee-times.

- **Spa Exchange**
  What are your spa preferences? Pampering treatments? Personal enrichment courses? Outdoor adventures such as hiking, rock climbing, or mountain biking? Whatever they are, a package can be customized just for you. Spa vacations can accommodate every taste, interest, and budget.

- **Interval Experiences**
  Exchange your week or points toward exciting and unique adventures around the world.

An Interval Options advisor will help you plan your perfect cruise, hotel, tour, golf, or spa vacation, or unique Interval Experiences adventure.

*Requires Interval Options transaction fees.

---

ShortStay Exchange

Looking to travel, but for less than a week? ShortStay Exchange lets you exchange your resort week for two separate vacations — each from one night to as many as six! Points-based members can make as many ShortStay Exchanges as their available points allow.

Imagine the possibilities. Take off for a leisurely long weekend or a refreshing midweek break. Choose a vacation spot within driving distance of home or farther afield. ShortStay Exchange gives you the flexibility you need to suit your lifestyle.

Go to intervalworld.com and explore the ShortStay Exchange opportunities today.
Interval Membership Benefits
More opportunities.

■ Digital Tools
Intervalworld.com is a website with a lot of power. Create a web profile and access your Interval Gold benefits whenever you want, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can manage your account, deposit your week, place a request and confirm an exchange, search the Resort Directory, purchase Getaways, arrange a cruise, and buy airline tickets — and you can do it in several languages. Looking for travel-planning assistance? Get tips from Community, and view resort, destination, and helpful videos on Interval HD. On the go? With the Interval International app for iPhone, iPad, and Android devices, you can search the Resort Directory, book a Getaway, receive Getaway Alerts, and more, from virtually anywhere. And if you want to make an exchange on your smartphone, the mobile version of intervalworld.com makes it easy.

■ Resort Directory
This online tool features hundreds of resorts in more than 80 nations worldwide. When planning your next exchange or Getaway, read the resort descriptions, view images and videos, and search by amenities and unit size. You can even locate resorts on a map and receive weather information. When you’re ready, search for exchange and Getaway availability directly from the resort listings.

■ Travel Planner
Exclusively for Interval members, this guidebook includes more than 100 features highlighting destinations around the globe. The Travel Planner includes essential activities, day-trip recommendations, advice for members traveling with children, alternative destinations, Community tips from fellow members, ideas on how to use benefits, resort information, and more.
Interval International Credit Card
Earn points on purchases and redeem them for cash, or apply points toward your annual Interval International membership fee, resort accommodations, travel, and more. To learn about rates and fees or to apply, visit intervalworld.com.

Offers & Extras
Stretch your vacation budget with discount coupons and special member pricing on travel and leisure products at intervalworld.com. As an Interval member, you have access to special pricing on everything from apparel to travel extras to attraction tickets. You can also enjoy huge savings on subscriptions to select Condé Nast magazines.

Magazine Subscriptions
Interval partners with Condé Nast publications to bring you a very special offer. When you make a qualified transaction with Interval (exchange your week, purchase a Getaway, renew your membership, or upgrade to Interval Gold or Interval Platinum®), a one-year subscription to your choice of Condé Nast Traveler, Allure, Glamour, Golf Digest, Bon Appétit, Architectural Digest, GQ, Vanity Fair, or Vogue is included (a $12 value).**

Global Emergency Travel Services
For one low price, you can receive a year’s worth of emergency medical-evacuation protection for you and your family, whether you book your travel with Interval or not! You’ll also receive 25 other vital travel benefits. Interval Gold members pay just $59 a year.

*Find a lower price for the cruise you booked with Interval, and Interval will refund the difference. The lower price must be found either before you book or within 24 hours of booking your cruise, for the same ship, itinerary, sail date, occupancy, deck, and cabin category. For complete terms and conditions of the program, go to intervalworld.com.

**Terms, conditions, and exclusions apply.

***For complete offer and refund details, please refer to page 15 in the back of this brochure.

Interval World® Magazine
Your members-only magazine delivers what’s new in the world of travel and vacation ownership right to your door. You’ll read about exchange hotspots, cruise news and offers, Flexchange and Getaway availability, exciting destinations, and much more.

E-Plus
Re-trade up to three times for a low, one-time fee. Change destinations, resorts, and/or travel dates — until 24 hours before check-in. Book E-Plus® within five days of receiving your confirmation to take advantage of the flexibility this benefit offers.

Guest Certificates
Assign the use of your exchange or Getaway accommodations to friends and family members with the purchase of a Guest Certificate.

Travel Services
Let Interval Travel® help you with all the details of your next trip. You can make travel arrangements to your vacation destination and book sightseeing activities, cruises, hotels, car rentals, airline tickets, and more — often at rates unavailable to the general public. Receive up to $100 cash back when you book a cruise, enjoy no booking fees, and, with our Best Price Guarantee on cruises, know you’re going to get a great deal the next time you set sail.*

Hotel Discount
Get up to 65 percent off select hotel bookings with special Interval Gold Member Deals — available only at intervalworld.com! Choose from thousands of hotels worldwide, powered by Priceline Partner Network.

Travel Insurance
Sometimes even the best vacation plans can run into a snag. Guard your next outing from the unexpected with valuable trip protection from Allianz Global Assistance. For a low fee, Interval members can get peace of mind knowing they have benefits for trip cancellation, trip interruption, emergency medical expenses, and more.** To learn how to protect your travel plans with Allianz Global Assistance, visit intervalworld.com.
Terms and Conditions of Interval Gold Benefits

Introduction
The Interval Gold membership program is offered by Interval International, Inc. (“Interval”), and some benefits are administered by Worldwide Vacation & Travel, Inc., d/b/a Interval Travel (“WVT”). Both are Florida corporations with a place of business at 6262 Sunset Drive, Miami, Florida 33143. The programs and benefits of Interval Gold are currently provided by Interval, WVT, and the following third-party service providers, described below in the “Providers” section, all of whom shall be collectively referred to herein as the Providers.

Terms, Conditions, and Rescission Rights
These terms, Interval’s Terms and Conditions of Individual Membership and Exchange, Interval’s Privacy Policy, your state-specific rescission rights, if applicable, and the terms and conditions specifically applicable to the products and services purchased by you are hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Terms.” You should carefully note and read these Terms as they form your membership agreement with Interval, as to Interval Gold. Except where indicated to the contrary, all Terms and Conditions of Individual Membership and Exchange set forth in the Travel Planner shall apply to govern your rights and obligations as a member of the Interval Gold program.

By signing a membership application, completing a membership registration, or otherwise enrolling in Interval Gold, you are agreeing to abide by and be bound by the Terms. If you are in doubt or confused as to any of the Terms, please call 800-INTERVAL or 305-666-1884 for clarification. We encourage you to retain a copy of all of the documents comprising the Terms for reference and your personal records.

THOSE PERSONS RESIDING IN ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, IOWA, KENTUCKY, MINNESOTA, MISSOURI, NEW HAMPSHIRE, NORTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, OR VIRGINIA HAVE STATUTORY RESCISSION RIGHTS THAT ARE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL ONLINE AT intervalworld.com. Interval maintains certain bonds in compliance with state discount-buying statutes, which may also be viewed online at intervalworld.com.

Interval reserves the right to change, modify, substitute, or eliminate any of the Terms. All such changes shall be posted at intervalworld.com. Your continued participation in Interval Gold following the date of the posting will indicate your acceptance of any such changes. If any modification is unacceptable to you, your only recourse is to notify us that you wish to cancel your membership.

Membership Eligibility
Membership in the program is available to all persons 18 years of age or older who are legal residents of the U.S., its territories, Canada, or the countries of the Caribbean, and members of the Interval exchange network (excluding Interval’s VIP Gold members who do not also hold separate membership with Interval).

 Providers
Interval Gold’s Dining and Leisure discounts program is provided by HSP EPI Acquisition, LLC, (dba Entertainment®), 1401 Crooks Road, Suite 150, Troy, Michigan 48084. The VIP Concierge service is provided by Aspire Lifestyles (Americas) Inc., 324 North Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314. The Hertz Gold Plus Rewards and related benefits are provided by The Hertz Corporation, 225 Brae Boulevard, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656. The Golf Access® international golf directory is provided by Access Development, 1012 West Beardsley, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119. The Global Emergency Travel Services program is provided by SkyMed International, Inc., 13840 North Northsight Boulevard, Suite 109, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260. The hotel discount is provided by Priceline Partner Network Limited, 300-161 Portage Avenue East, Winnipeg, MB R3B 2L6 Canada.

Allianz Global Assistance is a world leader in the travel insurance and assistance industry because we really do help people — anytime, anywhere. Insurance is underwritten by BCS Insurance Company (OH, Administrative Office: Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois), rated “A-” (Excellent) by A.M. Best Co., under BCS Form No. 52.201 series or 52.401 series, or Jefferson Insurance Company (NY, Administrative Office: Richmond, Virginia), rated “A+” (Superior) by A.M. Best Co., under Jefferson Form No. 101-C series or 101-P series, depending on your state of residence. Allianz Global Assistance and Allianz Travel Insurance are brands of AGA Service Company. AGA Service Company is the licensed producer and administrator of these plans and an affiliate of Jefferson Insurance Company. The insured shall not receive any special benefit or advantage due to the affiliation between AGA Service Company and Jefferson Insurance Company. Noninsurance benefits/products are provided and serviced by AGA Service Company. Contact AGA Service Company at 800-284-8300 or 9950 Mayland Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23233 or customerservice@allianzassistance.com.

WVT is a full-service travel agency. WVT is bonded and certified by the Airline Reporting Corporation and by the International Association of Travel Agents to represent all domestic and international airlines, and to issue ticket documents on their behalf. WVT is registered with the State of California as a Seller of Travel, Registration Number 2030985-50 (registration as a Seller of Travel in California does not constitute approval by the State of California); the State of Washington as a Seller of Travel, Registration Number 601 765 244; and the State of Iowa as a Travel Agent, Registration Number 837. WVT is exempt from registration as a Seller of Travel with the State of Florida (ST-10224). California and Washington law require certain sellers of travel to have a trust account or bond. WVT has bonds issued by Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland in the amount of $50,000 each in the State of California and the State of Washington. WVT does not participate in the Travel Consumer Restitution Fund in California. WVT maintains certain bonds in compliance with state discount-buying statutes, which can be viewed online at intervalworld.com.

Goods and Services Available
Interval and the other Providers shall make available to you, during the term of your Interval Gold membership, the categories of goods and services set forth herein, as modified from time to time by Interval at its sole discretion. The Providers reserve the right to change, modify, substitute, or eliminate products, services, manufacturers, vendors, or suppliers from their programs. The products and services listed in this portfolio are available at time of printing. No guarantee is made that all of the products and services detailed in the portfolio will be available at some later time. However, Interval agrees to notify you of any significant changes to the Interval Gold program. All such changes shall be posted at intervalworld.com.

Where discounts are made available through the Providers, whether these discounts represent prices below the actual general market price for these goods and services, depend entirely on the pricing policies of the sellers. These same discounts may be available to groups or individuals other than Interval Gold members, depending on the policies of the particular seller of goods and services.

Limitation of Liability of the Providers
Interval, WVT, and certain of the Providers act as distributors only and, as such, do not assume responsibility for any damage, expense, or inconvenience, or for the loss, injury, or damage to or of any person or property from or related to the use of any product or service in transit to or from any resort, hotel, motel, movie theater, or restaurant from any cause whatsoever. Further, the Providers do not assume any responsibility for any participating hotel, restaurant, or other individual or entity providing goods or services in the program.

The Providers shall have no liability to you as a seller of any products or services including, without limitation, any liability for any defective product, or any liability for those products or services supplied by participating merchants, vendors, and/or suppliers. No warranty, expressed or implied, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, is made by the Providers with respect to any products ordered; any information provided or delivered; and/or any services available through participating merchants, vendors, or suppliers. A Provider’s liability to you in any event is limited to the amount that you have paid to the Provider for your Gold membership product, or service, and a Provider shall in no event be liable for consequential or incidental damages.

Interval, WVT, and the other Providers shall not have any liability for any errors, omissions, or misrepresentations regarding information, rates, or tour itineraries provided by resorts, cruise lines, airlines, tour operators, or other providers thereof. The Providers arrange travel and accommodations, and render other services in connection therewith as an intermediary or an agent for the individual desiring such travel accommodations upon the express condition and agreement that the Providers shall not be liable for any injury, loss,
Terms and Conditions of Interval Options

Except where indicated to the contrary herein, all Terms and Conditions of Individual Membership and Exchange set forth in the Travel Planner shall apply to your use of these services through the Interval Options program.

Through the Interval Options program, Interval Gold members may exchange their Home Resort accommodations for a credit against cruise, spa, or golf vacations, a hotel stay, or a unique Interval Experiences adventure, as well as tours and certain other travel services. The exchange criteria of the Home Resort unit may not necessarily represent the fair rental value of such unit. Only one Home Resort unit may be used for each cruise, spa, or golf vacation, tour, or hotel reservation, regardless of the number of occupants.

An exchange transaction fee shall be paid at the time of placing the exchange request. Interval’s cancellation policies do not apply to Interval Options confirmations. The exchange transaction fee will be refunded only if an exchange cannot be confirmed, or if cancellation of the applicable exchange request is received by Interval prior to confirmation. A supplemental fee, which varies according to the vacation selected and unit or points relinquished, will be charged at the time of confirmation. For cruise exchanges, the supplemental fee will be based on many factors, including the cruise line selected, itinerary, length of the cruise, season and travel dates, and cabin and deck choices. For golf and spa exchanges, the supplemental fee will be based on factors that include the facility or location selected, length of vacation package, season and travel dates, and package components or services selected. For hotel exchanges, an additional payment may be required and will be paid at the time of confirmation. The additional payment required will be based on many factors, including the number of nights confirmed, hotel selected, room type, and travel dates. For the exchange of accommodations for tours, factors include the tour destination, length of tour, season and travel dates, accommodations, and tour package components or services. For Interval Experiences, factors include the experiences selected, location, and date of the experience. All supplemental fees are based on double occupancy. Third and fourth guests sharing the same cabin or room are additional. Single supplements are an additional fee. The supplemental fee does not include port charges for cruises, governmental fees, taxes, transfers, or other surcharges, including, but not limited to, energy surcharges levied by some resorts.

Incidental services, such as spa treatments, ground transportation, golf rounds, etc. that are included in the package price will be specified on confirmation. Other such services available may be at an additional charge. Use of signature golf courses may also require additional fees.

Promotional or discount coupons may not be applied toward cruises or vacation packages booked through Interval Options. Interval Options exchange confirmations may not be sold, bartered, or exchanged for other consideration. However, Interval Options exchange confirmations obtained may be assigned by purchasing a Guest Certificate.

All Interval Options exchange requests shall be subject to such reasonable procedures as Interval may specify from time to time. All requests will be confirmed on a space-available basis; no guarantee is given that any specific request will be confirmed. Cruises will be made available through major cruise providers. Interval Options is limited to certain decks, cabins, and availabilities, and certain other restrictions apply. Golf and spa vacation packages will be made available through golf and spa tour operators or individual properties. Hotel exchange inventory will be made available through a third-party distributor, or sourced directly by Interval. During peak travel and holiday weeks, cruise, hotel, spa, and golf opportunities will be limited, and additional surcharges including, but not limited to, energy surcharges and minimum-stay requirements may apply. Certain blackout dates may apply and rates may vary by season.

Hotel exchange reservations made through a third-party distributor will be subject to the cancellation policy stated in the booking process for the specific hotel. Hotel exchange reservations made at an Interval-sourced resort are final and nonrefundable. Once a hotel exchange is confirmed, if the Home Resort unit relinquished toward the hotel exchange is unavailable because the member is not in good standing as stated in Interval’s Terms and Conditions of Individual Membership and Exchange, the member will be required to pay the entire amount due for the hotel exchange reservation (without offset for the value of the exchange), or will be subject to the cancellation policy for the specific hotel, which may include payment of a cancellation penalty. For all Interval Options confirmations, if the value of the Home Resort week or points relinquished changes upon verification, the supplemental fee or additional payment required to be made by the member may be increased.

Terms and Conditions of Dining and Leisure Discounts Powered by Entertainment®

For the terms and conditions of Dining and Leisure Discounts Powered by Entertainment®, please refer to the Benefits section at intervalworld.com.

Terms and Conditions of Hertz Gold Plus Rewards

For the terms and conditions applicable to enrollment of Hertz Gold Plus Rewards, refer to the Benefits section at intervalworld.com.

Terms and Conditions of VIP Concierge

For the terms and conditions of VIP Concierge, Golf Connection, Dining Connection, and City Guides, refer to the Benefits section at intervalworld.com.

Terms and Conditions of Global Emergency Travel Services

For the terms and conditions of Global Emergency Travel Services, refer to the Benefits section at intervalworld.com.

Terms and Conditions of Hotel Discount

For the terms and conditions of hotel discounts through the Priceline Partner Network, refer to the Benefits section at intervalworld.com.

Terms and Conditions of Allianz Global Assistance

Plan(s) underwritten by BCS Insurance Company or Jefferson Insurance Company, depending on insured’s state of residence. AGA Service Company is the licensed producer and administrator of this plan. For additional terms and conditions of Allianz Global Assistance travel insurance, refer to the Terms of Use and Legal Information section at allianztravelservice.com.

Condé Nast Offer and Refund Details

Offer good for U.S. subscribers only (no Canadian or overseas orders). Title selections are subject to change. If you have an existing subscription to the magazine you choose, then your existing subscription will be extended for an additional year. Offer is valid when the member conducts a qualified transaction, including new membership, membership renewals, and Interval Gold or Interval Platinum upgrades, and exchange or Getaway transactions. First issue will arrive in six to eight weeks. Only one annual subscription per year per member may be received. For full offer and refund details, visit intervalworld.com.

Important Considerations Regarding Travel and Entertainment Benefits

Trip Cancellations and Refunds

Trip cancellations may be subject to cancellation penalties and additional fees by the carrier or travel provider. Cancellation policies vary by the type of trip purchased and the carrier, car-rental company, cruise line, tour operator, etc. For instance, some airfares are nonrefundable. Most airlines will charge an additional fee when you exchange your ticket for another travel date. If the purchaser cancels or changes a trip, he or she may or may not be due a refund. Any refund will be subject to the applicable cancellation policy in effect for the trip.

Freight, Delivery, and Set-Up Charges

Where you purchase products using your Interval Gold membership, you may be required to pay freight, delivery, and/or set-up charges as established by the applicable supplier. Always make sure you understand whether any such charges will apply to the product(s) you are considering and, if so, how they will be determined prior to completing any purchase of products.